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The Heat Hits!

This asshole

It’s getting weird out there. Portapotties in the summer= terrible

Manny LeFeur, local rat catcher celebrity.

The city is getting hot, hot, hot.

Wisdom from Manny LeFeur

at the height of laziness lately. 

“The worst part about this time 
of year is the smell,” said Sir 
Grumpferd, a local knight. “A heady 
mix of chicken soup and armpits. 
It’s worse than any battlefield 
I’ve been on, and those are full of 
people shitting themselves! I don’t 
know if rain would make it better 
or worse.”

Sir Grumpferd isn’t the only one 
with Percipitation on the mind. 
Many natives wonder when it 
will shower again and possibly 
bring some relief. We called upon 
Pendulous Startalker, the premier 
wizard of Rotbottom, to answer 
that question.

“A rain is nigh, but not the kind 
you seek! It will be a spiritual rain, 
emanating from the ninth house of 
shadows, and none will forget its 
passing. A psychic enema (cont)

Wit all my life, I learn a lot. I want you to know deese things 
so you can live happy and healthy. Donna worry, pet, Manny 
will teach you. These are Manny’s rules. 

• If yew see a rat, der is always more near by.
• Always look twice when you squat in the privy.
• If it sounds too good to be true, take it and run.
• Free food is free food. Put it in yer pocket for lata’.
• If yew stay drunk, yew don’t get hungover.
• Anyone be pretty if yew have enough to drink. Manny 

has known a lot of love. 
• Matta of fact, there was this one goblin once who was 

lookin’ at Manny. Dey was green and slimey, but dat 
gobbo have a wagon full of wheat for da backend, if you 
know what Manny means. So I takes off my pants (cont)

Summer is always a wild time in Rotbottom. Our fair city is currently in the midst of a heatwave, and the resident 
Rogues are responding predictably. Beer sales are up as everyone tries to beat the heat, and citizens flock to the crime-
besieged docks for the slightly cooler temperatures of the waterfront. While not known for its productivity, this burg is 


